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A  KNESER  THEOREM  FOR   VOLTERRA

INTEGRAL EQUATIONS

WALTER   G.   KELLEY

Abstract.   A connectedness result is obtained for the space of

solutions of any one of a class of Volterra integral equations.

1. Introduction. In 1923, Kneser [7] proved for ordinary differential

equations that cross sections of the solution funnel emanating from an

initial point are compact and connected in some neighborhood of that

point. Many interesting generalizations have followed, including that of

Hukuhara [4], which showed that the set of solutions of the initial value

problem

x'=f(t,x),       x(t0) = x0

on a compact interval is a compact and connected subspace of the Banach

space of continuous functions on that interval if/is continuous and

bounded.

Theorem 3.1 below is a version of this generalized Kneser theorem for

Volterra integral equations under very general conditions. The method of

proof is based on a connectedness argument given by Hayashi [3] for

ordinary differential equations. Other Kneser theorems for integral

equations have been proved by Sato [10], [11], Hukuhara [5] and Deimling

[1]. In these papers, the authors have assumed that all functions involved

in the integral equations are continuous.

As a preliminary result, we have included a convergence theorem for

solutions of Volterra integral equations which has less restrictive hypoth-

eses than the similar one given by Miller [9, p. 108].

2. Some preliminary results. We shall be concerned with the Volterra

integral equation

(E) x(t) = f(t) + j\(t, s, x(s)) ds,

with hypotheses for/and g similar to those in Chapter II of Miller's

book [9].
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Let Rn be «-dimensional Euclidean space with norm |x| for x e Rn.

Let / be a half-open interval of form [0, c), where 0<c5íoo. Then, in

particular, we shall make the following assumptions on/and g:

(HI) /:/-*-/?" is continuous,

(H2) g(t, s, x) maps IxIxR" into R", g is measurable in s and g is

continuous in x for each fixed pair (t, s),

(H3) for each b e I and each compact set z3cR", there is a function

m(t, s), measurable in s for fixed /, such that \g(t, s, x)\^m(t, s) for

O^s^t^b, xeB and sup{J¿ m(t, s) ds:0=\t^b}<co,

(H4) for each compact /c/ and each compact B<=R", if we let

t-t-tn e I, then

SUP     lg('» s' ^(s)) — &('o> s> <f>(s))\ ds:<f>:J -*■ B is continuous  -*■ 0.

Since equation (E) is of Volterra type, we can assume g(t, s, x)=0 if

s>t. The next lemma will be needed in the proofs of the theorems which

follow.

Lemma 2.1. Suppose g(t, s, x) satisfies (H2)-(H4). Let Jx and J2 be

compact subintervals of I and let B be a compact subset ofR". Then for any

e>0, there is a <5>0 such that if tx, t2 eJ2 and \tx — t2\<.ô, then

sup      \g(tx, s, <p(s)) - g(t2, s, </>(s))\ ds: <f>:Jx-> B

is Lebesgue integrable) < e.

Proof. Hypothesis (H4), together with the standard argument that

continuity on a compact set implies uniform continuity, yields: for each

£>0, there is a <5>0 such that if tx, t2 eJ2 and \tx — t2\<ô, then

sup!     |g(fi, s, (/>(s)) — g(t2, s, <f>(s))\ ds: <f>:Jx->- B is continuous   < £.

Since the continuous functions mapping Jx into B are dense in the

Lebesgue-integrable functions mapping Jx into B, the lemma follows from

(H2), (H3) and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem.      Q.E.D.

As a result of Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 2.6 in [9, Chapter II], we have

the following information about equation (E) when/and g satisfy (HI)-

(H4): there is a ¿>>0 and a continuous function x(t) such that x(t) satisfies

(E) for 0^/^¿>, and every solution of (E) exists on [0, b]. Furthermore,

each continuous solution x(t) of (E) can be extended to an interval

[0, ß), where either /S=sup/or lim sup¡^/!-|x(í)| = + oo.
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The next theorem is a generalization of a familiar convergence theorem

for ordinary differential equations. (See [2, p. 14].)

Theorem 2.1.    For k=0, 1, 2, • • • , consider the equations

(E)k x(t) = fkit) + f gkit, s, xis)) ds,
Jo

where the functions fk and gk satisfy hypotheses (H1)-(H4). Suppose

lim^oo fk(t)=fo(t) uniformly on compact subintervals of I and

sup     \gk(t, s, q>(s)) - g0(t, s, <p(s))\ ds:
(Jo

0 ^ t ^ b,(j>:[0, b]—>- B is continuous) —>• 0    as k —>■ oo

for each bel and compact B<=R". Let xk(t) be a solution of (E)k with

maximal interval of existence [0, ßk) for k=l, 2, • • • . Then there is a

solution x0(t) of (E)0 with maximal interval [0, ß) and a subsequence

(xk.)f=1 such that for any d e (0, ß), [0, d] c [0, ßk) for i sufficiently large

and lim^^ xk.(t)=x0(t) uniformly on [0, d].

Proof. Let bx and b2 belong to / with bx<b2, and let Bc Ä" be compact.

Fix £>0 and define K to be the compact set

[it, x) e [0, b2] x Rn: inf \x - y\ ^ 2ej.

Define Ox to be the set of the continuous functions on [0, b2] with graphs

inK.

It is easy to see from the convergence assumptions above that the

previous lemma implies that a ô e (0, b2 — bx) can be chosen so that, if

tx and /2 belong to [0, b2] with \tx — t2\<ô, then \fkitx)—fkit2)\<e and

sup [J   |gt(flf s, 0(5)) - gkit2, s, <f>is))\ ds: cp e<D J < c

for every k.

Now let z(j) be a maximally defined solution of (E)k for some k and

suppose (t,z(t))e [0,bx]xB for te[0,tx]. Let f2 satisfy 0<r2—rx<(5.

We claim \z(tx)—z(t2)\<2e.

If not, there is a smallest f0 e (tx, t2] such that |z(ra)—z(r0)| = 2e. Then
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(t, z(t)) eK for t e [tx, t0]. Now

\z{h)   -   Z(tn)\   <>\fk(tx)  - fk(tn)\

+       g*('i> 5. 2(s)) ds -     gk(tn, s, z(s)) ds
|Jo Jo

ru

< e +      \gk(h, s, z(s)) - gk(t0, s, z(s))\ ds.

Since the restriction of z(s) to the interval [0, t0] is a continuous function

with graph in K, a continuous extension <f>(s) of this function to [0, b2]

can be constructed so that <f> has graph in K. We have

\z(tx) - z(t0)\ < e + I   \gk(tx, s, z(s)) - gk(t0, s, z(s))\ ds

+ |g*0l, S, <£(*)) - gfcOo. S. <rKs))l ̂
Jto

= £+I'g*('i. s. <KS)) - &t('o> s> <£(«))! ds < 2e.

This contradiction implies that \z(tx)—z(t2)\<2e.

For w=l,2, •••, define Bm = {x e Rn:\x-f0(0)\=]m} and /m=

[0, am], where (am)^=1 is a strictly increasing sequence of points in /with

sup{«m}-sup J.
First, consider JxxBx. We can assume without loss of generality that

fk(0)e Bx for every k. From the above discussion, there is a <5, e (0, a2 — olx)

so that if z(i) is a maximally defined solution of some (E)k with (i, z(t)) e

JxxBx for í e [0, tx], then ^(r,)—z(/)|<l for t e [tx, tx + ôx]. In particular,

we have that each xk(t) exists on [0, ôx] and |jcfc(i)—jcfc(0)|^ 1 for re

[0, ôx]. By the first part of the proof, the family {xk(t):k=l, 2, • • •} is

equicontinuous on [0, ôx], so the.Ascoli theorem implies that there is a

subsequence (xk.(t))^x which converges uniformly to a continuous

function x0(t) on [0, ôx]. For each fixed / e [0, àxl,fk,(t)-+fn(t) and

gkM, s, xki(s)) ds —    g0(r, s, Xn(s)) ds
Jo Jo

as /-»-oo, so x0(r) is a solution of (E)0 on [0, <5,].

Next, if (Ó!, x0(ôx)) Eint(JxxBx), where int(JxxBx) is the interior of

JxxBx, we consider the interval [ôx, 2ôx] and select a subsequence of

(xkj), which we again call (xk¡), having a uniform limit on [ôx, 2ôx]. We

name this continuous function x0(t) and note that x0(t) is a solution of

(E)0 on [0, 2c5J.

This process is continued until for some integer j (jôx, x0(jôx)) $

int(JxxBx). Note that (jdx, Xn(jôx))E'mt(J2xB2). The subsequence of
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(JCjfc(f))irli that we have obtained at this point we call (xkXit))k=1, and we

define rx=jôx. Also, the sequence (xkl) converges uniformly to a con-

tinuous function x0(t) on [0, tx], and x0(t) is a solution of (E)0 on [0, tx].

For J2xB2, we can choose similarly a ô2 e (0, a3—a2) and, proceeding

as above, obtain a subsequence (xk2) of (xkX) and a t2>t1 such that

lim*^œ •v*2(0=JI£'o(') uniformly on [0, r2], x0(t) is a solution of (E)0 on

[0, t2] and (t2, x0(t2)) <£ int(J2xB2).

If this process is repeated for every Jm x Bm, we obtain finally a sequence

i"i<t2<t3<- ' ' and a nested sequence of subsequences (xkX), (xk2), ■ ■ •

such that liirifc^a, xkm(t)=x0(t) uniformly on [0, rm], x0(t) is a solution of

(E)0 on [0, tJ and (rm, x0(rm))$int(JmxBJ. Define /3=sup{rm} and

define (xk)?Lx to be the diagonal subsequence (xkk)k=x.

Then x0(t) is a solution of (E)0 on [0, ß), and either /?=sup I or

lim sup^ß\x0(t)\= + co, so [0, /S) is the maximal interval of existence for

x0(t). The theorem follows immediately.    Q.E.D.

Corollary 2.1. Suppose all solutions of(E) exist on a subinterval [0, d]

of I. Then the family of solutions of (E) on [0, d] is uniformly bounded.

Proof. Let (xn>"=1 be a sequence of solutions of (E) with maximal

intervals of existence [0, ßn). Let x(t) be a solution of (E) given by

Theorem 2.1 with maximal interval of existence [0, ß), and let (xn (/))*li

be a subsequence of (xn) such that lim^^ x„ (t)=x(t) uniformly on

compact subintervals of [0, ß).

Note that ß>dsince all solutions of (E) exist on [0, d]. For k sufficiently

large, lim^,^ x„k(t)=x(t) uniformly on [0, d], and the corollary is

established.    Q.E.D.

3. A generalized Kneser theorem. For any interval [a, b], we shall let

B[a, b] be the metric space of bounded functions from [a, b] into R" with

metric p(hx, h2) = sup{\hx(t) — h2(t)\:te [a, b]} for hx and h2 in B[a, b].

C[a, b] will denote the subspace of continuous functions on [a, b].

The following theorem is a generalized Kneser theorem for integral

equations.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose all solutions of (E) exist on a subinterval [0, d]

of I. Then

11 = {x(t) 6 C[0,d]:x(t) is a solution of (E) on [0, d]}

is compact and connected as a subspace of C[0, d].

Proof. By Corollary 2.1, there is a number M>0 such that \x(t)\^M

for every t e [0, d] and every ,v(/) £ 2. Redefine g as follows:

g(i, s, x) = g(t, s, Mx/\x\)   for t, sel,       \x\ > M,

= g(t, s,x) for t, s e I,       \x\ ^ M.
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Then (H2)-(H4) are still satisfied for g, and 2 is unaffected by the

change in g. In fact, the compact sets B appearing in (H3), (H4) and

Lemma 2.1 can be replaced by Ä".

As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, 2 is an equicontinuous family. Since

2 is uniformly bounded, it follows from the Ascoli theorem that 2 is pre-

compact. By Theorem 2.1, 2 is closed. Thus 2 is compact.

Suppose 2 is not connected. Then 2 = /lU/3, where A and B are

compact and nonempty and d(A, B) = y>0, where d is the distance

function on pairs of sets induced by the metric p. Define F(x) = d(x, A) —

d(x, B) for x e B[0, d]. The function F is continuous, F(x)^.y for x e B

and F(x)^—y for x e A.

Let xB(t) e B and xA(t) e A. For k=l, 2, 3, • • • , define

xB.k(t) = /(0) for 0 ^ í < tkX,

= xB(tkX)       for tkX ^ / < tk2,

= xB(tk,k-i) for h.k-i ^ ' ^ tk.k = d,

where tk j=jd/k fory'=l, 2, • • ■ , k. Then lim^^ xBpk(t)=xB(t) uniformly

on [0, d]. Let a.Bk(t, s)=g(t, s, xB(s))-g(t, s, xBk(s)) for all t, s, k. If

m(t, s) is the function given by hypothesis (H3) for g and d, then

\aBk(t, s)\^2m(t, s), and so lim^œ JÓ \olb k(t, s)\ ds=0 by the Lebesgue

dominated convergence theorem for each t e [0, d].

Define xAk(t) and a.Ak(t, s) in a similar manner. Then define a.k(u, t, s)=

(l—u)oLBk(t, s) + uaAk(t, s) for u e [0, 1]. Finally, for O^w^l and all k,

define

x„,*(í)s/(0)   for0^i<(tl,
/•ÍM

= /('«) +       [g(t*i. s, -xu,t(s)) + a*(w, iH) s)] ds
Jo

'tk,k-l

for »a < 1 < tk2,

= fih.k-l) + [g(í*.*-l, «, *».*(«)) + **("> '*,k-l> s)] ^s

for /„_, èt^d.

Note that x0.*(0=-W) and xx,k(t)=xAk(t) for < e [0, d].

Consider, for fixed k, the function from [0, 1] to z?[0, d] which maps

u to xuk(t). For w0 e [0, 1] and a sequence (ut) of points in [0, 1] con-

verging to u0, it follows from an induction argument using the dominated
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convergence theorem that lim,^^ *„.,*(*)=*„*(/) uniformly on [0, d\.

Thus Fixuk) is continuous as a function of u for each k. There exists an

TV such that for k>H, FixBk)>0 and FixAk)<0. Then for each k^N,

there is a uk e [0, 1] such that Fixu k)=0.

For each k^.N, define

xkit) = /(f) + j [git, s, xUkikis)) + akiuk, t, s)] ds.

Now

\xk(t)\ ^ sup |/(f)| + sup   j 3m(f, s) ds   for í e [0, d]
<e[0.d] ie[0,<i] Jo

so {xkit))k=N is uniformly bounded on [0, d]. Let tx and r2 be ¡n [0, d]

with tx<t2. Then

Mix) -xt(is)|< |/(0-/(»•)!

+       [g(fi, s, xUk.kisj) - g(/2, s, x„iifc(s))] ds
IJo

i r'2
+       [«*("*> fi» s) - <**("*> '*> s)] ds

|Jo

From Lemma 2.1 and the fact that the functions xAk, xB k and xu k are

step functions on [0, d] for each k, the right-hand side of the above

inequality tends to zero uniformly in k as t2 — tx—*0. Thus (xkit))£LN is

equicontinuous. Select a subsequence (xUt))ZLx such that limi^.0O xfc.(/)=

x(f) uniformly on [0, d].

For each  t e [0,  d]  and k^.N,  let j(t,k)  have the property that

t e [**./«.*» f*,í(í,*)+i)- Then

|xk(0-Xw,t(i)l<l/(0-/(tMU,«)l
I rd

+ [g(f, s. i«a(s)) - gitkju.kh s> xUk,k(s))] ds

+        [**("*, '. s) - <**("*> '¡M«.*), s)]
|Jo

ds

Again by Lemma 2.1, the right-hand side tends to zero as k—>-co uniformly

on [0, d]. Thus x(r) is the uniform limit of (xu k.(t))^Lx on [0, d]. Hence

F(x)=0.

From the definition of xk(t) and the fact that $'0 \a.kiuk, t, s)\ cfa—>-0 as

k-+co for each t e [0, d], it is easy to see that x(r) e 2. From this contra-

diction it follows that 2 is connected.    Q.E.D.

The next corollary follows immediately from the above theorem and the

knowledge that there is a d>0 such that every solution of (E) exists on

[0, d].
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Corollary 3.1.    There is a d>0 such that, for every ce[0, d],

{x(c):x E 2} is compact and connected in Rn.

We note that Theorem 3.1 can be proven similarly, and somewhat

more easily, for the Volterra equation

x(t) =f(t) +    a(t, s)g(s, x(s)) ds,
Jo

with the conditions on the functions a and g given in [8].
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